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[57] ABSTRACT 
A micrometer comprises a frame having an anvil 
mounting section and a spindle mounting section. A 
spindle is mounted in the spindle mounting section 
and an anvil means is mounted to the anvil mounting 
section. The anvil mounting means is biased for ‘move 
ment relative to the spindle mounting section upon 
creation of gauging pressure by a workpiece that is 
being measured between the anvil means and the spin 
dle. Indicating means responsive to the relative move 
ment of the anvil means indicates the application of a 
predetermined gauging pressure on the anvil means 
and the moving of the anvil means from a non 
measuring position to a measuring position. 

27 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures 
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MICROMETER WITH MOVABLE ANVIL 

This application is a continuation-in-part application 
of my pending application Ser. No. 238,340, ?led Mar. 
27, 1972, and entitled Micrometer Measuring Devices. 

This invention relates to improvements in microme 
ters, and more particularly relates to improvements for 
insuring accurate readings of micrometers throughout 
their life. - 

In the past, there have been many different types of 
inicrometersbased on the use of a threaded spindle or 
micrometer screw to obtain measurements of linear 
distances. These micrometers, for the most part, have 
been limited to one inch micrometers, that is, microme 
ters having a measuring range of at most one inch, as 
distinguished from the largest measurement that the 
micrometer can make. 
A conventional micrometer includes a threaded spin 

dle or micrometer screw which is longitudinally mov 
able under the control of a nut. Attempts to provide mi 
crometers with a greater than one inch range have met 
with difficulty because of the inaccuracies inherent in 
producing a thread of this length by ordinary methods. 
Further, the threads of the micrometer-screw and nut 
are subject to wear during use of the micrometer. This 
wear results in play or a sloppy fit between the microm 
eter screw and the nut and causes inaccurate microme 
ter readings. . 

The prior art has recognized that error is introduced 
into the micrometer reading by the wear of the threads 
of the micrometer screw and nut, and has employed 
various means tocompensate for this wear. Although 
the prior art has compensated for wear, this compensa 
tion has not always achieved a compensation of the 
error introduced by the wear, and in some cases where 
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the sloppiness is continually compensated for, the error ' 
has been maximized. The prior art compensation \for 

, wear usually involves periodic adjustment of the nut on 
the micrometer screw after a certain amount of wear 
hasoccurred. Until this periodic adjustment is made, 
however, the sloppiness caused by the wear produces 
inaccurate micrometer readings. 
‘Although the prior art has attempted to compensate 

for wear, the compensation efforts have not been en 
tirely successful because in an ordinary micrometer the 
wear on the thread of the micrometer screw and nut is 
uneven so that some portions are worn more than other 
portions. Ordinarily, compensation is achieved by pro 
viding a slotted nut and means for periodically con 
tracting the diameter of the nut so that the theaads of 
the nut grip the threads of the micrometer screw more 

40 

tightly. Where uneven wear occurs, the contracting of > 
the diameter of the nut cannot entirely compensate for 
all of the play caused by the wear because if the nut is 
contracted until its threads engage the threads of the 
micrometer screw at a point where the most wear has 
occurred, then the nut will not allow the remaining por 
tion of th micrometer screw threads that have not been 
subjected to as much wear to pass freely through the 
nut. On the other hand, if the nut is contracted to allow 
the portions of the micrometer screw thread that have 
not worn to pass freely through the nut during its travel, 
sloppiness will still be present at that portion of the mi 

- crometer screw thread that has been subjected to the 
most wear, and thus the error resulting from wear is 
never entirely corrected by the prior art slotted nuts. 
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2 
The accurate measuring of the distance between two 

outside points of a workpiece is particularly important 
when the measuring is to be accomplished on the rotor 
of a disc brake because accuracy of that measurement 
determines whether the rotor can be safely used in the 
braking system of a moving vehicle, such as an automo 
bile. An automobile disc braking system usually com 
prises a rotor attached to the wheel of the automobile 
and a plurality of brake pads which are normally posi~ 
tioned in an inactive position closely adjacent the‘op 
posed braking surfaces of the rotor. When it is desired 
to slow or stop a rotation of the wheel of an automo 
bile, a brake operating mechanism is actuated to force 
the brake pads into frictional contact with the rotor. 
The frictional contact of the brake pads with the rotor 
results in a decrease in the rotation of the wheel. 

. ‘ The braking force exerted by the brake pads on the 
rotor is greatly dependent on the thickness of the rotor. 
In normal usage, the frictional contact between the 
rotor and the brake pads will cause the thickness of the 
rotor to decrease. As the thickness of the rotor de 
creases, the effective frictional engagement between it . 
and the brake pads decreases, thereby resulting in a de 
crease in the ability of the braking system to stop the 
automobile. Eventually, the thickness of the rotor is de 
creased to a point where it is subject to failure due to 
the stresses caused by the frictional forces that are ap 
plied to it during the braking action. The minimum 
thickness that the rotor can have and still be safe for 
use is known as the “discard thickness/‘and thus it is 
important to be able to accurately measure the thick 
ness of the rotor to determine whether it has reached 
the discard thickness. If the thickness of the rotor is less 
than the discard thickness it must be discarded and re 
placed with a new rotor. 
The introduction of disc brakes for use as the braking 

mechanism of motor vehicles has resulted in the need 
for a device which can accurately measure the rotors 
when they are new and which can determine when the 
disc brakes have been worn to an unsafe point. The 
original size of the rotors for disc brakes vary from a 
fraction of an inch to about two inches in thickness and 
the discard thickness for each type of rotor also varies. 
Thus, any instrument that is designed for determining 
whether a disc brake is still safe must be capable of 
measuring disc brake rotors at varying thickness from 
as small as three eighths of an inch to as large as two 
inches. Further, the braking surfaces of the rotors often 
have grooves and score marks worn into them, and the 
rotor thickness at these points must also be measured 
when considering whether any particular disc brake is 
safe for continued use. 

Further, once a measurement of a disc brake rotor 
has been obtained, it then must be compared with the -_ 
“discard thickness” for that rotor. Due to the large 
number of makes and models of cars, the introduction 
of new models that occurs every year, and the corre 
spondingly different size disc brakes for each of these 
cars, the listing of the discard thickness for each disc 
brake in an available place where the mechanic testing 
the disc brake system can readily obtain the discard 
thickness for the particular car which he is testing and 
compare it to the actual thickness of the disc brake 
presents still further problems. It is virtually impossible 
to remember all of the various discard thicknesses for 
all of the disc brakes currently in use, and with the in 
creasing use of disc brakes on motor vehicles, a conve 
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nient source of this information is necessary to enable 
the mechanic to accurately and quickly assess the 
safety of the disc brake being tested. 
Applicant has recently overcome many of the disad 

vantages associated with the manufacture of a two inch 
micrometer as explained in detail in applicants pending 
application Ser. No. 238,240, ?led, Mar. 27, 1972, and 
entitled MICROMETER MEASURING DEVICES. 
According to that application, a micrometer is pro 
vided with a novel means for controlling the-movement 
of the spindle including a control nut extending par 
tially around a longitudinal portion of the threaded sec 
tion of the spindle and resilient force applying means 
acting transverse to the axis of the spindle to continu 
ously urge the threads of the spindle and control nut 
into tight engagement with each other to maintain the 
roots and crests of the threads of spindle in continuous 
alignment with the roots and crests of the control nut 
to provide for accurate readings of the micrometer. 
The device described in the above pending applica 

tion is extremely accurate and provides for accurate 
measurement when the anvil and spindle are properly 
aligned on the workpiece that is being measured. How 
ever, it is often the case, and especially with measure 
ments made on disc brakes, that the micrometer will be 
misaligned or canted and not placed in correct measur 
ing position on the workpiece that is being measured. 
The canting of the micrometer causes severe stresses to 
be developed on the anvil and the structure supporting 
the anvil. These stresses distort the support structure 
and result in inaccurate micrometer readings. In fact, 
the stresses caused can be so severe that the support 
structure can be permanently distorted to destroy the 
reproducability of readings obtainable by the microme 
ter. Further, the canting of the micrometer can cause 
damage to the workpiece being measured. These prob 
lems of misalignment increase with increases in the size 
of the micrometer and with a large micrometer, such as 
one having a two inch measuring range, can be brought 
about by an almost imperceptible misalignment. 
A micrometer is a contact instrument which means 

that there must be positive contact between the work 
piece being measured and the micrometer. ln conven 
tional micrometers the amount of contact or gauging 
pressure applied to the workpiece‘ is a function of the 
operator of the micrometer. Each operatorobviously 
will have a different feel ofthe gauging pressure. Also, 
the feel of the same operator will vary from one meas 
urement to another. The gauging pressure applied to a 
workpiece, however, must be the same for each meas 
urement to obtain the same true reading time after 
time, because almost imperceptible differences in the 
amount of contact can result in different measurements 
for the same size workpiece. 
The prior art has recognized that the‘ amount of 

contact plays an important part in obtaining accurate 
readings and has attempted to insure that the amount 
of contact is equal for all measurements by providing 
ratchet controls for the micrometer. Basically, a 
ratchet control is an overriding clutch that “kicks out“ 
at a predetermined torque to hold the gauging pressure 
applied to the workpiece to the same amount for each 
instrument regardless of human factors. Although 
ratchet controls theoretically assure that the same 

gauging pressure will be applied to the workpiece, the 
use of ratchet controls, in practice, does not result in 
completely repeatable readings. 
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4 
There are a number of factors contributing to the in 

effectiveness of the ratchet control in assuring uniform 
gauging pressure. One factor is that mechanical varia 
tions exist from one ratchet control to another. An 
other factor is that the friction of the spindle in the con 
trol nut determines the amount of gauging pressure that 
is applied to a workpiece for a given torque. As the fric 
tion increases, more of the torque is required to over 
come the friction so that less pressure will be applied 
to the workpiece. Thus, if the friction varies, different 
gauging pressures will be obtained even though the 
ratchet control always kicks out at the same torque. 
The are many variables which affect the amount of fric 
tion of the spindle in the nut, such as the tightness of 
the nut on the spindle, the wear pattern of the threads 
of the nut and spindle, and the amount and cleaniness 
of lubrication of the nut and spindle. Differences in the 
amount of friction between the nut and spindle as a re 
sult of these variables cause different gauging pressures 
to be attained even though a ratchet control is used. A 
further factor causing variation in gauging pressure 
when using a ratchet control is the momentum of the 
rotating spindle. If the spindle is rotated rapidly, energy 
will be stored which will be released in the form of 
extra gauging pressure on the workpiec being mea 
sured, even though a ratchet control is being used. 
These causes of error in readings obtained with the use 
of a ratchet control have been recognized for many 
years, and a need exists for a means for insuring the ap 
plication of the same gauging pressure from one meas 
urement to the next. 

In the micrometer described in the above referred to 
Application Ser. No. 238,340, the spindle has a radially 
extending pin on the back end of its threaded section. 
A hollow sleeve having a pair of diametrically opposed 
longitudinally extending slots is mounted about the 
threaded section of the spindle and the pin rides in the 
opposed longitudinally extending slots. The hollow 
sleeve is rotatable and its rotation produces a corre 
sponding rotation of the spindle. The hollow sleeve is 
a difficult and expensive part to manufacture, and the 
assembling of the pin on the end of the spindle and in 
th longitudinally extending slots of the sleeve is a time 
consuming procedure. 
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 

to provide a micrometer that can withstand the stresses 
caused by misalignment of the micrometer on a work 
piece that is being measured. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a mi 

crometer that produces the same amount of gauging 
pressure for each measurement that it makes. 

It is another object to provide a micrometer that visu 
ally indicates when the workpiece has been correctly 
gauged. 

It is still another object of this invention to provide 
a micrometer that has a simpli?ed drive mechanism for 
rotating the spindle to reduce the expense and assem 
bly time of the micrometer. 
Additional objects and advantages of the present in 

vention will be set forth in part in the description which 
follows and in part will be obvious from the description 
or can be learned by practice of the invention. The ob 
jects and advantages are achieved by means of the in 
strumentalities and combinations particularly pointed 
out in the appended claims. 
To achieve the foregoing objects and in accordance 

with its purpose, as embodied and broadly described, 
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the micrometer of this invention comprises: a frame 
having an anvil mounting section and a spindle mount 
ing section; a spindle mounted in said spindle mounting 
section for axial movement; an anvil means mounted to 
the anvil mounting section and movable relative to the 
spindle mounting section from a non-measuring posi 
tion to a measuring position upon the creation of a 
gauging pressure by a workpiece that is being measured 
between the anvil means and spindle; and indicating 
means responsive to the relative movement of the anvil 
means for indicating movement of the anvil means to 
the measuring position. 

Preferably, ?rst biasing means are provided for bias 
ing the anvil means for movement relative to the spin 
dle mounting section and for maintaining the same 
amount of gauging pressure at the measuring position 
for each measurement that the micrometer makes. It is 
also preferred that the anvil means includes a measur 
ing arm and that the first biasing means be a spring en 
gaged with the measuring arm. The measuring arm 
preferably is pivotally mounted to the anvil mounting 
section and the spring urges the measuring arm toward 
the non-measuring position. Additionally, it is pre 
ferred that the anvil mounting section is connected to 
the spindle mounting section for movement relative 
thereto and that a second biasing means controls the 
relative movement of the anvil mounting section to the 
spindle mounting section and absorbs excess gauging 
pressure. 

Desirably, the indicating means comprises a sensing 
means and an indicator responsive to the sensing means 
for indicating movement of the anvil means to the mea 
suring position. Preferably, the sensing means com 
prises a pair of contacts actuated by movement of the 
anvil means and the indicator is a light in circuit with 
the contacts. 

In another aspect of the present invention, a microm 
eter is provided which comprises: a frame having an 
anvil mounting section and a spindle mounting section; 
anvil means mounted to the anvil mounting section; a 
spindle threadably mounted in the spindle mounting 
section for axial movement; a gear mounted on the 
spindle and having gear teeth; and a rotatable drive 
sleeve having internal gear teeth engaged with the gear 
teeth of the gear for rotating the spindle and causing it 
to move axially, the drive sleeve having a control knob 
mounted externally of the spindle mounting section to 
enable rotation of the drive sleeve. 

Preferably. the internal gear teeth of the drive sleeve 
have the same shape asthe gear teeth of the gear on the 
spindle. It is also preferred that the internal gear teeth 
of the drive sleeve are larger than the gear teeth of the 
gear to produce a sloppy fit of the drive sleeve with the 
gear. The internal gear teeth of the drive sleeve prefer 
ably extend exteriorly of the spindle mounting section 
into the control knob to permit the spindle to be with 
drawn from the anvil means and to extend exteriorly of 
the spindle mounting section. 

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the following detailed description are 
exemplary and explanatory, but are not restrictive of 
the invention. 
The accompanying drawings illustrate an example of 

a preferred embodiment of the invention and, together 
with the description, serve to explain the principles of 
the invention. 
Of the drawings: 
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FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a micrometer con 

structed in accordance with the teachings of the pres 
ent invention showing its use for measuring a disc brake 
rotor. 

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the microm 
eter of FIG. lwith a front plate of its spindle mounting 
section and a counter mask for a counter mechanism 
removed for clarity, and shows the internal mecha 
nisms of the micrometer. 

FIG. 3 is a vertical sectional view taken along lines 
3+3 of FIG. 2 showing the keying of the spindle to a 
drive gear. 

FIG. 4 is an end view of the micrometer as viewed 
from the left end of the micrometer of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 5 is a partial perspective view of the micrometer 
of FIG. l and shows the anvil mounting section of the 
micrometer in greater detail. 
FIG. 6 is a vertical sectional view taken along lines 

6—6 of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view in open position of a 

front plate and a back plate that form the spindle 
mounting section of the micrometer of FIG. 1 when the 
plates are brought together in mating position. 

Flg. 8 is an exploded perspective view, partially in 
section, of a drive mechanism for rotating the spindle 
of the micrometer. 
FIG. 9 is a partial perspective view of a pivotal 

mounting of the anvil mounting section to the spindle 
mounting section with the front plate of the spindle 
mounting section removed for clarity, and shows in 
phantom line the normal position of the anvil mounting 
section relative to the spindle mounting section and in 
full line a pivoted position of the anvil mounting sec 
tron. 
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of a plastic support for 

housing electrical elements in the anvil mountng sec 
tion of the micrometer. 
FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a choker plate used 

for positioning a counter mechanism in the microme 
ter. 
FIG. 12 is a partial perspective view of an adjusting 

means for adjusting the resilient pressure of a coil 
spring used to control the movement of the spindle. 

Referring to FIG. 1, the present invention is embod 
ied in a micrometer, generally 10, for measuring the 
thickness of a rotor, generally 12, of a disc braking sys 
tem. Rotor 12 comprises two spaced apart annular 
rotor plates 14 and 16. Rotor plate 14 has an outside 
frictional surface 18 and rotor plate 16 has an outside 
frictional surface 20. Frictional brake pads (not shown) 
are mounted closely adjacent each rotor plate 14 and 
16 and are brought into contact with frictional surfaces 
18 and 20 when a braking force is required. The thick 
ness “d" between the outside frictional surfaces 18 and 
20 of rotor plates 14 and 16 is also important in deter 
mining the safety of the disc brake'rotor, and the mi 
crometer of the present invention is designed to indi 
vidually measure the thickness of each of the plates 14 
and 16. 

In accordance with the present invention, the mi 
crometer includes a frame having an anvil mounting 
section and a spindle mounting section. As here em 

5 bodied, the frame. generally 21, comprises a spindle 
mounting section, generally 22, in the form of a hous 
ing, and an anvil mounting section, generally 26, con~ 
nected to the spindle mounting section. 
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As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 7, spindle mounting sec 
tion 22 is preferably comprised of a front plate 28 and 
a back plate 30 which are secured to each other by con 
ventional means, such as by screws 32. (FIG. 1). Front 
plate 28 and back plate 30 have a number of corre 
sponding elements which are identically shaped, but 
which are the reverse of each other so that when the 
plates are brought together, the corresponding ele 
ments in each plate are aligned and cooperate to form 
a ?nal element of spindle mounting section 22. Gener 
ally, throughout this speci?cation, a single reference 
numeral will be used to identify the corresponding ele 
ments in each plate and the ?nal element, with an un 
primed numeral identifying the ?nal element, a single 
primed numeral identifying an element of front plate 
28 and a double primed numeral identifying the corre 
sponding element of back plate 30. For example, and 
as seen in FIG. 7, front plate 28 has a semi-circular 
opening 34’ at the top ofa side wall 36’, and back plate 
30 has a corresponding semi-circular opening 34" at 
the top of corresponding side wall 36". When front 

20 

plate 28 and back plate 30 are brought together, semi- , 
circular openings 34' and 34" cooperate to form full a 
full opening 34 (FIG. 2) in side wall 36 of spindle 
mounting section 22. Generally, the primed and double 
primed numbers are found with reference to FIG. 7 and 
the unprimed numbers are found in the remaining ?g 
ures. 

Front plate 28 comprises a ?rst side wall 36', an op 
posing second side wall 38', a top wall 40’, and a front 
wall 44. Similarly, back plate 30 comprises a ?rst side 
wall 36", an opposing second side wall 38", a top wall 
40", and a back wall 42. Top walls 40' and 40” are 
each curved and thus form a curved top wall 40 of spin 
dle mounting section 22. The bottoms of front and 
back plates 28 and 30 are open to form an opening at 
the bottom of spindle mounting section 22. Spindle 
mounting section 22, as described in greater detail 
hereafter, has a number of cavities for receiving the 
various mechanisms and parts of the present microme 
ter which are described in detail hereafter. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and S, anvil mounting section 

26 comprises an L-shaped housing having a base, gen 
erally 46 and a perpendicularly extending support arm, 
generally 48, and is de?ned by an L~shaped front plate 
50, an L-shaped back plate 52, a vertical side wall 54 
joining the inner ends of the support arms of plates 50 
and 52, and a horizontially extending top wall 56 at the 
bottom of side wall 54 closing the top of base 46. As 
best seen in FIGS. 4, 5, and 6, front plate 50 and back 
plate 52 are spaced apart to de?ne an interior opening 
having a narrow top section 58 which expands into a 
wider bottom section 60 that begins immediately above 
top wall 56. Shoulders 62 are formed at the point where 
the interior opening expands from top section 58 to 
bottom section 60. 

Vertical side wall 54 of anvil mounting section 26 op 
poses side wall 36 of spindle mounting section 22, and 
these walls together with top wall 56 of anvil mounting 
section 26 and an anvil measuring arm, generally 64, 
secured to the top of front and back plates 50 and 52, 
form the conventional U-shaped measuring end of the 
micrometer where the workpiece to be measured is 
placed. The distance between side wall 36 of spindle 
mounting section 22 and vertical wall 54 of anvil 
mounting section is slightly greater than two inches to 
permit workpieces ranging in length from zero to two 
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inches to be measured by the micrometer of the present 
invention. 

In accordance with the invention, a spindle having a 
threaded section is mounted in the spindle mounting 
section for axial movement. As here embodied, and as 
best seen in FIG. 2, the spindle, generally 66, comprises 
a smooth cylindrical front measuring section 68 that 
passes through side wall 36 of spindle mounting section 
22 and a back threaded section 70. The front end of 
measuring section 66 has a spherical measuring tip 72 
which can be made from a carbide material or any 
other suitably hardened material. A bearing 74 is se 
cured in opening 34 at the top of side wall 36 and mea 
suring section 68 passes through this bearing. 
A drive gear 76 is mounted within spindle mounting 

section 22 on measuring section 68 adjacent opening 
34 by means of a key 78, best seen in FIG. 3, which 
rides in a longitudinally extending keyway 80 on the 
outer surface of measuring section 68 and internal key 
way 82 in gear 76. Key 78 is square and made of key 
stock. As viewed in FIG. 2, key 78 is inserted into key 
way 82 of drive gear 76 and keyway 80 of measuring 
section 68 from the right. Bearing 74 prevents key 78 
from further moving to the left into keyway 80 of mea 
suring section 68 and out of keyway 82 of drive gear 
76. A choker and calibrating plate, generally 84, and 
described in greater detail hereafter, is pivotally 
mounted about spindle 66 adjacent spindle drive gear 
76 to prevent key 78 from leaving keyway 82 of drive 
gear 76 to the right. Rotation of spindle 66 thus pro 
duced a corresponding rotation of drive gear 76. 
The length of threaded section 70 is slightly greater 

than two inches to permit spindle 66 to move through 
a two inch measuring range. Threaded section 70 has 
a pitch diameter of 0.4050 inches and is provided with 
20 threads to the inch of the inclined plane type of 
thread form. As used herein, the term “thread form” 
refers to the pro?le on cross-section of the thread. Pref 
erably, V-type thread forms are used and the right 
handed American National Uni?ed thread is particu 
larly preferred. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, and as best seen in FIGS. 2 and 8, a spur gear 
86 is mounted on the back end of threaded section 70 
of spindle 66. Spur gear 86 is preferably made of brass 
and has sixteen gear teeth 88, a pitch diameter of 0.500 
inches, a pressure angle of 149?, a 32 pitch, and a cen 
ter hole opening of 3/l6 inches. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, and as best seen in FIGS. 2 and 8, a spindle 
drive sleeve, generally 90, having internal gear teeth 92 
that mate with teeth 88 of spur gear 86 engages spur 
gear 86 to drive spindle 66. Spindle drive sleeve 90 in~ 
cludes a control knob 94 on one of its ends and a radi 
ally outwardly extending ?ange 96 on its other end. A 
cylindrical casing 98 (FIG. 2), formed by a semicylin 
drical casing 98’ (FIG. 7) in front plate 28 of spindle 
mounting section 22 and a semi-cylindrical casing 98" 
in back plate 30 of the spindle mounting section, re 
ceives drive sleeve 90 and prevents it from moving lon 
gitudinally within spindle mounting section 22. Casing 
98 has alternating cylindrical ribs 100 and relief areas 
102, and is open at both of its ends. One open end of 
casing 98 is formed in side wall 38 of spindle mounting 
section 22 and the other open end terminates in a relief 
area 102. Flange 96 is positioned in this end relief area 
and abuts against adjacent rib 100. Control knob 94 is 
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positioned exteriorly of spindle mounting section 22 
and abuts against side wall 38 of the spindle mounting 
section. ' 

AS best seen in FIGS. 2 and 8, drive sleeve 90 has a 
longitudinally extending bore 91 having a plurality of 
longitudinally extending internal teeth 92 equal in 
number to and mating with teeth 88 on spur gear 86. 
Rotation of drive sleeve 90 through control knob 94 
thus produces a corresponding rotation of spindle 66, 
and since spindle 66, as described in greater detail 
hereafter, rotates under the control of a thread, its rota 
tion causes it to move longitudinally toward or away 
from anvil measuring arm 64 depending on its direction 
of rotation. The length of internal teeth 92 is such that 
threaded section 70 of spindle 66 can extend into drive 
sleeve 90 sufficiently far to withdraw. measuring section 
68 of the spindle from anvil measuring arm 64 a dis 
tance at least as great as the largest dimension that is 
to be measured by the micrometer. Thus, in the present 
embodiment, the length of internal teeth 92 is slightly 
larger than 2 inches to permit spindle 66 to be with 
drawn 2 inches from measuring arm 64 and enable 
measurement of 2 inch workpieces. 
As best seen in FIG. 2, bore 91 and internal teeth 92 

extend exteriorly of spindle mounting section 22 into 
control knob 94 for a substantial portion of their 
length, and as here embodied, extend approximately 
half their length into control knob 94. As a result of 
bore 91 and internal teeth 92 extending into control 
knob 94, when spindle 66 is fully withdrawn, a portion 
of its back threaded section 70 is actually outside of 
spindle mounting section 22. The use of a drive sleeve 
having a positive drive portion outside of spindle 
mounting section 22 enables a reduction in the size of 
the spindle mounting section needed to house spindle 
66. 

Internal gear teeth 92 of spindle drive sleeve 91) differ 
from the teeth on a conventional internal gear which 
have a different shape than and a close tolerance ?t 
with their mating external gear teeth in that the roots 
of internal teeth 92 of the present invention have the 

' same shape as the crests of teeth 88 on spur gear 86, 
but are larger in size. Thus, the portions of the internal 
gear teeth of drive sleeve 90 and the portions of the 
gear teeth of gear 86 that mate with each other have 
the same shape. Further, internal teeth 92 have a 
sloppy fit on teeth 88 of spur gear 86. The sloppy fit to 
gether with the same shape teeth on spur gear 86 and 
drive sleeve 90 enable a continuous positive drive of 
spindle 66 without binding regardless of the position of 
the micrometer, and regardless of the location of the 
spindle in the drive sleeve. 

In accordance with the invention, an anvil means is 
mounted on the anvil mounting section and is movable 
relative to the spindle mounting section from a non 
measuring position to a measuring position upon the 
creation of a gauging pressure by a workpiece that is 
being measured between the anvil means and the spin 
dle. As here embodied, and as best seen in FIGS. 1 and 
2, an anvil means, generally 104, comprises anvil mea 
suring arm 64 pivotally secured to the top of anvil 
mounting section 26 and a spherical anvil head 1106 se 
cured to the top of measuring arm 64 by conventional 
means. Anvil head 106 serves as the reference point 
from which all measurements are taken. Anvil head 
106 is made of a suitably hardened material that resists 
wear, such as a carbide material, and lies along the line 
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of measurement “A" of the workpiece being measured. 

As best seen in FIG. 2, measuring arm 64 comprises 
a top section 108, a center section 110 having a hole 
112 through which a pivot pin 114 extends, and a bot 
tom vertically extending section 116 which is offset 
from top section 1118. 
As best seen in FIGS. 1 and 6, vertical side wall 54 

of anvil mounting section 26 has a U-shaped cutout 118 
at its top. Center section 110 of measuring arm 64 is 
pivotally mounted in cutout 118 between front wall 50 
and back wall 52 about pivot pin 114. Pivot pin 114 has 
its opposite ends secured in walls 50 and 52. Top sec 
tion 108 of measuring arm 64 thus extends upwardly 
out of anvil mounting section 26 and bottom section 
116 is substantially enclosed by the anvil mounting sec 
tion. As best seen in FIG. 2, offset bottom section 116 
of measuring arm 64 is spaced from the inside surface 
of vertical wall 54. Measuring arm 64 normally is in a 
non-measuring vertical position as shown in full line in 
FIG. 2, and is movable to a measuring position about 
pivot pin 114 as shown in phantom line in FIG. 2. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a first biasing means in the form of a spring 
120 biases measuring arm 64 for movement relative to 
spindle mounting section 22 and absorbs normal gaug 
ing pressure. Bottom section 116 of measuring arm 64 
has a cylindrical recess 122 and spring 120 is mounted 
within this recess with one of its ends abutting against 
the inside surface of vertical wall 54 of anvil mountings 
section 26 and its other end seated in recess 122. Mea 

' suring arm 64 is thus biased to continuously urge mea 
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suring arm 64 to its vertical non-measuring position 
and anvil head 106 toward spindle 66. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, anvil 
mounting section 26 is pivotally connected to spindle 
mounting section 22 for relative movement thereto and 
a second biasing means, generally 124, controls the rel 
ative movement of anvil mounting section 26 to spindle 
mounting section 22 and absorbs excess gauging pres 
sure. 

As best seen in FIGS. 2, 5, and 9, a solid cross block 
126 is integrally formed with front wall 50 and back 
wall 52 of anvil mounting section 26 to joint these walls 
at the bottom portion of base 46 immediately adjacent 
spindle mounting section 22. 
The ends of front plate 50 and back plate 52 of base 

46 adjacent spindle mounting section 22 are inclined 
from their bottom upwardly toward the interior of spin 
dle mounting section 22, and as best seen in FIG. 2 
back plate 52 has an inclined end 128 and as best seen 
in FIG. 9 front plate 50'has an inclined end 130. Cross 
block 126 has a curved outer end 132 with extends past 
inclined ends 128 and 130 toward the interior of spin 
dle mounting section 22 and an inner end 134 which 
extends into the interior of base 46 of anvil mounting 
section 26. Side wall 36 of spindle mounting section 22 
has a curved cutout 136 at its bottom shaped to con 
form with and receive curved outer end 132 of cross 
block 126. As best seen in FIG. 7, cutout 136 is formed 
by a cutout 136' in side wall 36" and a corresponding 
cutout 136" in side wall 36". ' 
Front wall 44 of spindle mounting section 22 has an 

opening 138 aligned with the center of cutout 136’ and 
back wall 42 has a similar opening 140. As seen in 
FIGS. 1, 2, 5, and 9, a pivot pin 142 extends through 
openings 138 and 140, and through cross block 126 to 
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pivotally mount the cross block, and hence anvil 
mounting section 26 to spindle mounting section 22. 
An inclined surface 144 extends upwardly from the top 
edge of curved cutout 136 toward the interior of spin 
dle mounting section 22 and in normal position this sur~ 
face mates with the inclined ends 130 and 128 of front 
and back plates 50 and 52 of anvil mounting section 26. 
As best seen in FIGS. 5 and 9, the ends of front wall 
44 and back wall 42 of spindle mounting section 22 ad-. 
jacent base 46 of anvil mounting section 26 overlie and 
cover inclinded ends 128 and 130 and curved outer end 
132 of cross block 126. During pivotal movement of 
anvil mounting section 26, inclined surface 144 of anvil 
mounting section 26 separates from inclined ends 128 
and 130, but the greatest amount of movement permit 
ted is such that front wall 44 and back wall 42 still over 
lie inclined ends 128 and 130 and curved outer end 132 
of cross block 126 so that these parts are not exposed 
during movement of anvil mounting section 26. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, and as seen in FIG. 2, second biasing means 
124 comprises a bolt 146, a die spring 148 mounted 
about the bolt, and an abutment 150 for compressing 
die spring 148 to absorb excess gauging pressure. 
As best seen in FIGS. 2 and 6, bolt 146 is mounted 

immediately below horizontal wall 56 of anvil mount 
ing section 26 between front and back walls 50 and 52. 
As seen in FIG. 2, bolt 146 has a smooth shaft 147 
which terminates in a ?rst end 152 that passes through 
an opening 154 in inclined surface 144 of side wall 36 
of spindle mounting section 22. The terminal portion of 
end 152 is threaded. Opening 152 expands into a sec 
ond larger opening 156 in side wall 36 and a nut 158 
is threaded into end 152 in opening 156. Nut 158 has 
a curved end surface which abuts against a shoulder 
160 formed at the point where opening 152 expands 
into opening 156. End 152 is thus captured within 
opening 156 of spindle mounting section 22. The oppo 
site end of bolt 146 has a slotted head 162 which serves 
as a stop for die spring 148. 
Die spring 148 is mounted about bolt 146 adjacent 

slotted head 162 and is characterized by two ?at ends 
which prevent cocking or canting of the spring. Two 
spring caps, 164 and 166, are positioned between bolt 
146 and die spring 148 at each end of the die spring to 
center the die spring on the bolt. One end of die spring 
148 seats against slotted head 152 of bolt 146 while its 
other end seats against abutment 150. Shaft 147 of bolt 
146 passes through an opening in abutment 150. Abut 
ment 150 is ?xed to front plate 50 and back plate 52 
of anvil mounting section 26 and moves with the anvil 
mounting section while it pivots about pin 142. Die 
spring 148 continuously biases anvil mounting section 
26 and measuring arm 64 toward spindle mounting sec 
tion 22. 

In accordance with the invention, indicating means 
responsive to the relative movement of the anvil means 
is provided for indicating the movement of the anvil 
means from the non-measuring position to the measur 
ing position. As here embodied, and as shown in FIG. 
2, the indicating means comprises a sensing means, 
generally 168, for sensing movement of the anvil 
means, and an indicator in the form of a light 170, re 
sponsive to the sensing means for indicating movement 
of the anvil means to a measuring position. 
Sensing means 168 includes a ?rst contact 172 con 

nected to measuring arm 64 and a second contact 174 
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mounted to vertical wall 54. Measuring arm 64 has a 
threaded hole 176 transversely extending completely 
through bottom section 116 below recess 122. A screw 
178 having a slotted head on one end is received in this 
hole and contact 172 is mounted on the opposite end 
of the screw. An L-shaped metal bracket 180 is secured 
to the inside surface of vertical side wall 54 of anvil 
mounting section 26, but is electrically insulated there 
from by conventional means, such as by a plastic insu 
lating sheet 182 positioned between the wall and 
bracket. Insulating sheet 182 is secured to wall 54 by 
a suitable adhesive such as an epoxy adhesive, and 
bracket 180 is similarly secured to the opposite side of 
the sheet. Second contact 174 is mounted at the top of 
bracket 180 and is normally spaced from and aligned 
with ?rst contact 172. 

Light 170 is in electric circuit with contacts 172 and 
174 and is mounted in a socket 184 formed in a plastic 
support 186. Support 186 is removably insertable into 
the base 46 of anvil mounting section 26 between front 
plate 50 and back plate 52 and has an outer peripheral 
shape which conforms to the outer shape of base 46. As 
best seen in FIGS. 2 and 10, support 186 has a cavity 
188 for receiving a power source in the form of two 
batteries 190 and 192 which are connected in series 
one above the other by a metal strip 194. 
Support 186 has a horizontally extending overhang 

196 at one end which fits over inner end 134 of cross 
block 126 when the support is property located in anvil 
mounting section 26. Support 186 has an upwardly ex 
tending projection 198 at its other end which abuts 
against shoulders 62 of front plate 50 and back plate 52 
of anvil mounting section 26. As best seen in FIGS. 4, 
and 10 support 186 has two aligned projecting semicir 
cular locking spheres 200, one on each side of the sup 
port. Spheres 200 are engageable in aligned detent 
openings 201 in front plate 50 and back plate 52 to 
?rmly position support 186 in mounting section 26. 
Support 186, however, can be partially removed from 
anvil mounting section 26 by applying pressure to pro 
jection 198 to overcome the detent force and pivot the 
support about cross block 126 to expose cavity 188 and 
socket 184 and enable replacement of batteries 190 
and 192 and light 170. 

Light 170 is connected to bracket 180 by an electric 
lead 202 and is connected to battery 190 by a second 
lead 204. A third lead 206 connects battery 192 to 
screw 178. As best- seen in FIGS. 1, 4, and 5, front plate 
50 and back 52 of anvil mounting section 26 each have 
a plastic dome 208 adjacent light 170 so that when light 
170 is actuated, it is visible from either side of the mi 
crometer. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a direct reading counter mechanism is con 
nected to the spindle. As here embodied, and as shown 
in FIG. 2, a conventional counter mechanism, generally 
210, is mounted within spindle mounting section 22 ad 
jacent side wall 36. Counter mechanism 210 includes 
a U-shaped counter frame 212 having parallel ends 214 
and 216 and four counting wheels 218, 220, 222, and 
224 which are all mounted on a rotatable common 
drive shaft 226 extending through ends 214 and 216 of 
frame 212. Drive shaft 226 is operatively connected to 
counting wheel 224 which indicates the lowest unit of ' 
measurement of the micrometer. Rotation of drive 
shaft 226 thus produces a corresponding rotation of 
counting wheel 224. Counting wheels 218, 220, and 
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222, however, are normally prevented from rotating 
when drive shaft 226 is rotated, and instead are actu 
ated by counting wheel 224. Front wall 44 of front 
plate 28 has a window 228 (FIGS. 1 and 7) which con 
tains a clear plastic. Window 228 is positioned over the 
counting wheels to permit the indicia on them to be 
easily viewed. A counter mask 229 (FIG. 1) covers 
counter mechanism 210, but has openings to permit the 
indicia on the counting wheels to be viewed through 
window 228 of front plate 28. 
A counter drive gear 230 is fixed to the end of drive 

shaft 226 adjacent end 216 of frame 212 so that rota 
tion of drive gear 230 produces a rotation of drive shaft 

, 226 and actuation of the counting wheels. Counter 
drive gear 230 is connected to drive gear 76 mounted 
on measuring section 68 of spindle 66 by an intermedi 
ate transmission gear 232 which has a two gear cluster, 
one of which is engaged with drive gear 76 and one of 
which is engaged with countEr drive gear 230. 
As best seen in FIG. 7, back wall 42 of back plate 30 

has two spaced apart end support blocks 234 and 236, 
and parallel ends 214 and 216 of counter mechanism 
116 are mounted on these blocks. Back wall 42 also 
contains a drive shaft support block 238 having a cen 
tral opening 240 (FIG. 7). Front wall 44 of front plate 
28 has ?rst and second shaft positioning blocks 242 and 
244 which mate with the ends of drive shaft support 
block 238. Drive shaft 226 of counter mechanism 210 
has one of its ends mounted in opening 240 of drive 
shaft support block 238 and its other end held by 
choker plate 84 so that the counter mechanism is main 
tained in proper position in spindle mounting section 
22. Choker plate 84 positions counter mechanism 210 
in spindle mounting section 22 by means of an arcuate 
slot 246 (FIG. II) which engages one end of drive shaft 
226 when the choker plate is in operating position. 
Choker plate 84 can be easily disengaged from drive 
shaft 226 by pivoting it around spindle 66 when front 
plate 28 is removed from back plate 30. Counter mech 
anism 210 can then be easily lifted out of drive shaft 
support block 238 and disengaged with intermediate 
gear 232 to permit the counter mechanism to be cali 
brated. 
Choker plate 84 also functions to keep gears 76 and 

232 from binding when‘ spindle 66 is withdrawn from 
the measuring end of the micrometer. When spindle 66 
is rotated so as to withdraw measuring section 68 from 
anvil head 106 a back pressure is created on drive gear 
76 which tends to force it against the side of gear 232, 
and thereby bind gears 76 and 232 against each other 
and prevent further withdrawal of spindle. Choker 
plate 84, however, opposes this binding force and per 
mits spindle 66 to be easily withdrawn without binding. 
A straight keeper wire 248 is positioned between a 
block 252, described in greater detail hereafter, and 
choker plate 84 to apply pressure to the choker plate 
to enable it to overcome the binding back pressure of 
the gears. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a control nut is provided for controlling 
movement of the spindle. The control nut extends par 
tially around a longitudinal portion of the threaded sec 
tion of the spindle and has threads mating with those of 
the threaded section of the spindle. As here embodied, 
and as shown in FIG. 2, the control nut comprises a ?rst 
half nut 250 which extends around a top longitudinal 
portion of threaded section 70 of spindle 66. Half nut 
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250 has V-type American National Unified Thread 
forms which mate with the thread forms of spindle 66. 
Half nut 250, as best seen in FIG. 8, has a curved top 
and this top fits within the curvature of top wall 40 of 
spindle mounting section 22. A locating and retaining 
block 252 (FIG. 2) formed by a block 252' in front 
plate 28 and a block 252" in back plate 30 is spaced 
from the inner end of casing 98 and half nut 250 is 
mounted in the space between casing 98 and block 
252. vBlock 252 has an opening 254 and spindle 66 
passes through this opening. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
threaded length of the control nut is about twice the 
pitch diameter of threaded section 70 of spindle 66. 
The provision of a threaded length which is twice the 
pitch diameter of spindle'66 spreads and distributes the 
wear between the spindle and control nut over a 
greater length and reduces the wear on any one 
threaded portion. It has been found that a threaded 
length for the control nut of at least twice the pitch di 
ameter of spindle 66 is the minimum length which will 
be effective in markedly reducing wear on the threads, 
and thus it is highly desirable to provide such a relation 
ship in the micrometer of the present invention. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the I 
invention, resilient force applying means acts trans 
verse to the axis of the spindle to continuously urge the 
mating threads of the spindle and control nut into tight 
engagement with each other to maintain the roots and 
crests of the threads of the spindle in continuous align 
ment with the roots and crests of the control nut and 
provide for accurate readings of the micrometer. 
As here embodied, this force applying means acts 

perpendicularly to the axis of spindle 66 and comprises 
a second nut means in the form of a second half nut 256 
which is aligned with and opposes ?rst nut 250, and a 
biasing means in the form of a resilient coil spring 258 
engaged with second nut 256. First nut 250 and second 
nut 256 are spaced from each other about the circum 
ference of threaded section 70 of spindle 66 and are 
continuously urged toward each other by coil spring 
258, but are sized so that they do not engage each 
other. 
As best seen in FIGS. 2 and 8, half nut 256 has a cen 

trally located circular recess 260 on its bottom surface 
262. Coil spring 258 has its top end seated in recess 260 
and its bottom end seated in a slotted end 264 of a 
screw 266. Screw 266 is threadably mounted in a pair 
of nuts 268 and 270 that are separated by a washer. A 
pair of opposing U-shaped members 274 and 275 (FIG. 
2) formed by members 274' and 275’ in front plate 28 
and members 274" and 275" in back plate 30 are posi 
tioned below half nut 256 and form a cavity which re 
tains nuts 268 and 270 in spindle mounting section 22 
and prevents then from moving when a screw 266 is 
turned into nuts 268 and 270. 
As best seen in FIG. 12, a straight cross-leg 277 ex 

tends from and diameterically intersects the bottom 
coil of coil spring 258, and this cross-leg is seated in 
screw 266. Screw 266 is identically slotted at both of 
its ends to permit either end of the screw to be inserted 

‘ into nuts 268 and 270 when the micrometer is assem 
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bled. The resilient pressure of coil spring 258 on bot 
tom half nut 256 can be adjusted when necessary by 
raising or lowering the amount that screw 266 extends 
above the top of nut 268. Screw 266 can be reached 
from the bottom of spindle mounting section 22 by re 
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moving from the housing a magazine, generally 276, 
described in greater detail hereafter. Because cross-leg 
277 is diametrically positioned on coil spring 258 and 
recess 260 is at the center of half nut 256, the resilient 
pressure of the coil spring is evenly distributed to bot 
tom half nut 256 to enable it to respond evenly to 
changes in the thread of spindle 66. Second nut 256 is 
a freely ?oating nut and its longitudinal axis is free to 
rock radially with respect to the axis of spindle 66. 

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the 
length of the threads of second nut 256 is greater than 
twice the pitch diameter of spindle 66 to more evenly 
distribute the wear on the threads of second nut 256 
and spindle as discussed above. 
The operation of the micrometer in compensating for 

wear and adjusting for error introduced by the wear is 
described in detail in applicant‘s above referred to 
pending application Ser. No. 238,240 and this applica 
tion is hereby incorporated by reference. Brie?y, the 
resilient pressure of coil spring 258 acting perpendicu 
lar to the axis of spindle 66 forces control nut 250 and 
spindle 66 together to maintain their roots and crests 
in continuous longitudinal alignment. Second nut 256 
moves with coil spring 258 in response to any changes 
in the size of a particularly thread, so that a large por 
tion of the pressure caused by the larger thread will be 
resiliently absorbed by coil spring 258 and will not 
cause wear. 

In this embodiment of the invention, nuts 250 and 
256 are both movable and free to move in a longitudi 
nal direction during movement of spindle 66. To obtain 
accurate and reproducible measurements, at least one 
of these nuts must be at a set distance from anvil head 
106 when the anvil head and measuring arm 64 are in 
their measuring position as shown in phantom line in 
FIG. 2. Thus, means are provided for positioning con 
trol nut 250 at a set longitudinal distance from anvil 
head 106 when measuring arm 64 is in its measuring 
position. As here embodied, this means is the inner end 
of casing 98. Casing 98 aids in positioning both nuts 
250 and 256 at a set distance from anvil head 106 be 
cause when spindle 66 engages a workpiece, a back 
pressure is created which is transmitted to nuts 250 and 
256. When the back pressure is created, nuts 250 and 
256 move longitudinally until they contact the end of 
casing 98 which is longitudinally ?xed and thereby po 
sitions the nuts in the same longitudinal alignment 
whenever a measurement is made. 

In this embodiment of the invention, and as best seen 
in FIG. 2, a magazine 276 is mounted below counter 
mechanism 210 between side walls 36 and 38 of spindle 
mounting section 22. Magazine 276 includes a frame, 
generally 278 having two opposed outside walls 280 
and 282, a bottom wall 284, a top wall 286, a back wall 
288, and a front wall 290. A ?oor plate 292 provides 
a hand grip for grasping magazine 276 so that it can be 
inserted into or removed from the open bottom of spin 
dle mounting section 22. 
Front wall 290 is made of transparent plastic to en 

able an information tape 294 to be viewed from the 
front of the magazine. Tape 294 is wound on two 
spaced apart spools 293 and 295 that are journaled for 
rotation in magazine 276. An inner side wall 296 is 
spaced from outside wall 280 of magazine 276 and 
spools 293 and 295 are journaled in this inner wall and 
outside wall 282 through drive pins 298 and 300. As 
best seen in FIGS. 5 and 7, a slot 297 is formed in side 
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wall 36. Slot 297 serves as a guide for drive pins 298 
and 300 adjacent outside wall 282 of magazine 276. 
Spools 293 and 295 are connected to each other by 

a positive drive means so that rotation of one of the 
spools produces an equal and corresponding rotation of 
the other. As here embodied, a rotatable member in the 
form of a drive gear 302 is secured to drive pin 298 be 
tween inner wall 296 and outside wall 280 of magazine 
276. Similarly, a second rotatable member in the form 
of a drive gear 304 is secured to drive pin 300 between 
inner wall 296 and outside wall 280. A series of inter 
mediate gears connect drive gears 302 and 304 so that 
rotation of drive gear 302 produces a rotation of drive 
gear 304 and of spools 293 and 295. The provision of 
a positive drive for both spools aids in obtaining an 
even drive to tape 294. As will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art other means can be used to provide a 
positive drive, such as, for example, a bead chain, 
sprocket chain or ladder chain and appropriate rotat 
able members for these chains. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a connecting means in the form of a straight 
pin 312 is attached off center to drive gear 302, but 
parallel to the axis of drive pin 298, for inserting maga 
zine 276 in spindle mounting section 22 and connecting 
it to a magazine drive means. As best seen in FIG. 2, the 
magazine drive means includes a magazine drive plate, 
generally 314, which opposes drive gear 302 of maga 
zine 276. 
A rotatable control knob 316 is mounted externally 

of spindle mounting section 22 in alignment with drive 
gear 302. Control knob 316 has a shaft (not shown) 
which extends through wall 38 of spindle mounting sec 
tion 22 and magazine drive plate 314 is fixed to this 
shaft internally of the housing. Drive plate 314 has at 
least one radially extending slot 318 which begins at its 
outer edge and when magazine 276 is in operative posi 
tion in spindle mounting section 22, pin 312 is engaged 
in one of these slots. Rotation of control knob 316 
causes drive plate 314 to rotate and because pin 312 is 
engaged in a slot 318 of the drive plate, drive gear 302 
will also rotate. This rotation of drive gear 302 pro 
duces a corresponding rotation of spools 293 and 295 
thereby moving tape 294. Magazine 276 can be in 
serted into spindle mounting section 22 and connected 
to magazine drive plate 314 by having pin 312 engage 
slot 318. If magazine drive plate 314 is not in a position 
where its slot 318 is aligned with pin 312, it can be ro 
tated by control knob 316, to bring its slot into aligned 
position with pin 312. Outside wall 280 has a circular 
opening (not shown) at its top to permit pin 312 to ro 
tate with drive gear 302 and be connected to magazine 
drive plate 314. 
Tape 294 is divided longitudinally into sections, with 

each section listing a car model, car year, and “discard 
thickness” for the disc brake rotor for that car. Each 

- section of tape 294 is in alphabetical order so that the 
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discard thickness for a particular car can easily be de 
termined by rotating the tape until the desired section 
appears in a window 320 (FIGS. 1 and 7) of front plate 
28 of spindle mounting section 22. Window 320 con 
tains a clear plastic. The disc brake rotor size is then 
determined by miking the rotor, and this size is com 
pared to the discard thickness indicated on the maga 
zine. If the actual micrometer size is larger than the dis 
card thickness, the rotor can still be used, but if it is 
smaller, the rotor is unsafe and should be discarded and 
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replaced. Upon introduction of a new model year, mag 
azine 276 can be removed, and replaced with a new 
magazine having a new tape with the revised informa 
tion for the new model year. 
The length of tape 294 needed for storing all of the 

information necessary in readily viewable size to deter 
mine the thicknesses of rotors for all of the various 
years, makes and models of cars is approximately six 
feet and preferably 10 feet. This length of tape cannot 
be easily wound on spaced apart spools and be freely 
rotated from one end to another on these spools in a 
magazine without having the tape sag, bunch up, or 
jam. In one aspect of the present invention tape 294 is 
made of a plastic ?lm having elastic recovery so that a 
spring-like action is provided on the magazine spools 
which together with the direct drive of both spools en 
able six to ten feet of tape to evenly move from one 
spool to another without any winding problems. Suit 
able tapes for this purpose can be made of any plastic 
?lm which is resilient and exhibits elastic recovery. 
Thus, differentially stressed spring-like plastic ?lms of, 
for example, polyethylene terephthalate (sold under 
the trademark Mylar by du Pont Company) polyamides 
(e.g. nylon), polyacrylonitrile, and copolymers of acry 
lonitrile with other vinyl compounds, copolymers of 
vinyl chloride and vinylidene chloride, and polyhy 
drocabrons (e.g. polyethylene and polypropylene can 
be used in making tapes 294. The resilient nature of 
tape 294 tends to force it against front wall 290 of mag 
azine 276 so that the plane of the tape is parallel to the 
plane of front wall 44 of front plate 28. Tape 294 thus 
tends to ride against front wall 290. The resilient nature 
of tape 294 also permits the rotating force of drive gear 
302 to be transmitted to the tape without any lost mo 
tion so that the tape immediately responds to rotation 
of drive 302 in an even manner. 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the 
micrometer of the present invention can be used to 
measure workpieces other than disc brake rotors with 
out departing from the scope of this invention. Accord 
ingly, the information on tape 294 can be tailored for 
use with other systems where it is important to have a 
readily available source of indicating measurements. 
The micrometer of the present invention is extremely 
accurate, and its counting wheel 224 is provided with 
ten equally spaced digits for reading in thousandths of 
an inch. The present invention thus provides a microm 

' eter of two inch capacity reading to thousandths of an 
inch on one line, in a single ?nal group of numbers in 
which no verniers need be scrutinized. Of course, the 
micrometer can be made to read in dimensions other 
than inches, such as for example millimeters. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, locking means are provided on the magazine 
to lock it into position in spindle mounting section 22. 
As here embodied, and as shown in FIG. 2, this means 
comprises a ?at leaf spring 322 that is secured to out 
side wall 280 of magazine 276. Leaf spring 322 com 
prises an anchor leg 324 attached to outside wall 280, 
and a downwardly extending locking leg 326 that is an 
gled away from outside wall 280 and toward side wall 
38 of spindle mounting section 22. Side wall 38 has an 
inner lip 328 and when magazine 276 is inserted far 
enough into spindle mounting section 22, locking leg 
326 of leaf spring 322 engages this lip and prevents the 
magazine from being removed from the spindle mount 
ing section. Top wall 286 of magazine 276 abuts against 
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,U-shaped member 274 and 275 when locking leg 326 
engages lip 328 to prevent movement of the magazine 
within spindle mounting section 22. A keyway 330 is 
provided in side wall 38 adjacent the locked position of 
leaf spring 322. When it is desired to remove magazine 
276 from spindle mounting section 22, a key 332, such 
as a house key or car key, is inserted into keyway 330 
to depress locking leg 326 clear from lip 328. While 
locking leg 326 is depressed, magazine 276 can be 
grasped by v?oor plate 292 and removed from spindle 
mounting section 22. When inserting magazine 276 
into spindle mounting section 22 locking leg 326 can 
not lock into lip 328 until connecting pin 312 engages 
in magazine drive plate 314. 
The operation of the micrometer in withstanding the 

stresses developed during measurement and in provid 
ing the same gauging pressure for each measurement 
that it makes will now be described. A workpiece is po 
sitioned between measuring arm 64 and spindle 66 and 
control knob 94 is rotated to advance the spindle to 
ward the measuring arm. When spindle 66 advances to 
the point where its tip 72 and anvil head 106 of measur 
ing arm 64 both contact the workpiece, a gauging pres 
sure develops. The advance of spindle 66 is continued, 
but contrary to conventional micrometers where all of 
the force of the gauging pressure is concentrated on the 
anvil as the spindle is advanced as a result of the anvil 
being fixed and where the final amount of gauging pres 
sure is a function of the operator of the micrometer, 
measuring arm 64 of the present invention, and hence 
anvil head I06, move about pivot 114 to their measur 
ing position illustrated in phantom line in FIG. 2, under 
the control of spring 120 which absorbs energy and 
thus lessens the amount of gauging pressure that is de 
veloped on the anvil. Spring 120 is under an initial 
slight predetermined compression when measuring arm 
64 is in its vertical non-measuring position, illustrated 
in full line in FIG. 2, and the gauging pressure devel 
oped by the advancement of spindle 66 must overcome 
this compression before measuring arm 64 begins its 
movement about pin 114. As measuring arm 64 moves 
about its pivot 114, spring 1220 comes under greater 
compression and the gauging pressure on the work-‘ 
piece increases. The gauging pressure for any given po 
sition of measuring arm 64, however, is constant due to 
the action of spring 1120. Thus, when measuring arm 64 
reaches its measuring position, the gauging pressure at 
this position is always the same. When measuring arm 
64 reaches its measuring position, contact 172 at the 
bottom of the measuring arm engages contact 174 on 
bracket 180 to close the electrical circuit to light 170 
and actuate the light. When light 170 is actuated, it is 
visible through domes 208 from either side of the mi 
crometer to provide a visual indication of when mea 
suring arm 64 reaches its measuring position and the 
correct gauging pressure is produced. Ordinarily, the 
operator cannot stop rotating spindle 66 at the instant 
that light 170 is actuated, and measuring arm 64 will 
move a slight distance past its measuring position. To 
insure that measuring arm 64 is at its measuring posi 
tion when a reading is taken, spindle 66 is slowly with 
drawn causing spring 120 to move measuring arm 64 
slowly about pivot 114 in an opposite direction to bring 
the measuring arm back to its measuring position. Ro 
tation of spindle 66 is continued until contact 172 dis 
engages from contact 174 breaking the electrical cir 
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cult and deactuating light 170. The micrometer reading 
is now read. 
The gauging pressure of the micrometer of the pres‘ 

ent invention when measuring arm 64 is in its measur 
ing position can be set and maintained at a relatively 
low level by the selection of a spring having appropriate 
spring characteristics and can be as low as 6-10 p.s.i. 
In contrast, gauging pressures developed by conven 
tional micrometers on the anvil can be in the range of 
20,000 p.s.i. to 30,000 p.s.i., especially when the mi 
crometer is misaligned. ln the present invention, exces 
sive gauging pressures caused by misalignment or cant 
ing of the micrometer on the workpiece are prevented 
from developing by die spring 148 of second biasing 
means 124. As just discussed, measuring arm 64 can 
move past its measuring position a slight distance, but 
this movement is due to the inherent elastic properties 
of contacts 172 and 174 and their supporting structure 
so that only a small movement is possible before a non 
resilient coupling of measuring arm and bracket 180 is 
produced whereupon the gauging pressure would begin 
to increase rapidly and cause a high stress concentra 
tion on anvil head 106 and measuring arm 64. Spring 
120 cannot absorb this pressure because the further 
compression of the spring necessary to absorb it is pre 
vented by the non-resilient coupling of measuring arm 
64 and bracket 180. As soon as the gauging pressure 
develops to overcome an initial compression on die 
spring 148 which normally urges anvil mounting sec 
tion 26 toward spindle mounting section 22, the die 
spring begins to compress and absorb energy and thus 
lessen the amount of gauging pressure developed on 
anvil head 106. Anvil mounting section 26 is pivotable 
about pivot 142, and moves about pivot 142 from its 
normal position (FIG. 9 phantom line position) where 
ends 128 and 130 of back plate 52 and front plate 50 
abut against inclined surface 144 of side wall 36 of 
spindle mounting section 22, away from spindle mount 
ing section 22 to a position where ends 128 and 130 do 
not abut against inclined surface 144 (HO. 9 full line 
position), when measuring arm 64 couples to bracket 
180. Abutment 150 moves with anvil mounting section 
22 and compresses die spring 148 against slotted head 
162 of bolt 146 to enable the die spring to absorb en 
ergy and prevent excessive gauging pressures from de 
veloping even though the micrometer in misaligned or 
canted on the workpiece. Die spring 148 is a spring 
which can absorb large amounts of energy. As soon as 
the force that causes die spring 148 to compress is less 
ened, the die spring begins returning anvil mounting 
section 26 to its normal position where ends 128 and 
130 of back plate 52 and front plate 50 abut against in 
clined surface 144 of side 36 of spindle mounting sec 
tion 22. When anvil mounting section 26 returns to its 
normal position the micrometer is ready to be used in 
its normal manner. Second biasing means 124 thus pre 
vents excess concentrations of stress from developing 
on anvil head 106 which can cause permanent distor 
tion of the parts of the micrometer. Second biasing 
means 124 together with spring 120 provide a biasing 
means which acts to insure that the same gauging pres 
sure is obtained for each measurement the micrometer 
makes and which prevents the development of excess 
gauging pressures which can destroy the reliability of 
the vmicrometer. 
The present invention thus provides a micrometer 

which insures that the same gauging pressure is applied 
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to a workpiece for each measurement that the microm 
eter makes, provides a visual indication of when the mi~ 
crometer reading should be taken, insures that excess 
gauging pressure does not develop on the anvil of the 
micrometer as a result of misalignment or other causes, 
and provides a positive, easily assembled, means for 
driving the spindle. The various features of the present 
invention are especially useful with micrometers having 
a two inch measuring range, such as the micrometers 
described in the above referred to application Scr. No. 
238,340, because these micrometers can more easily 
generate large stresses on the anvil. 
The present invention also provides a micrometer 

which is particularly useful in measuring disc brake ro 
tors and because of the spring biasing of measuring arm 
64 can withdraw the spherical measuring tip 72 on 
spindle 66 and the spherical anvil head 106 from the 
depth of grooves worn into disc brake rotors up to the 
smooth surfaces of the rotors without damage to the 
micrometer. The use of spherical ball contact ends 
comprising anvil head 106 and measuring tip 72 en 
ables the micrometer of the present invention to mea 
sure scored or deeply worn sections of the rotor regard 
less of the relative positions of the deep scores on each 
side of the rotor. 
This invention in its broader aspects is not limited to 

the speci?c details shown and described and departures 
may be made from such details without departing from 
the principles of the invention and without sacri?cing 
its chief advantages. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A micrometer for measuring a workpiece compris 

mg: 
a. a frame having an anvil mounting section and a 

spindle mounting section, the anvil mounting sec 
tion being connected to the spindle mounting sec 
tion for relative movement thereto; 

b. a spindle mounted in said spindle mounting section 
for axial movement; 

c. an anvil means mounted to said anvil mounting 
section and movable relative to said spindle and 
anvil mounting sections from a non-measuring po 
sition to a measuring position upon the creation of 
a gauging pressure by a workpiece that is being 
measured between the anvil means and the spindle; 

d. indicating means responsive to the relative move 
ment of the anvil means for indicating movement 
of said anvil means to the measuring position; 

e. a ?rst biasing means for biasing said anvil means 
for movement relative to said mounting sections 
and for maintaining the same amount of gauging 
pressure at said measuring position for each meas 
urement that the micrometer makes; and 
a second biasing means connecting said mounting 
section and spindle mounting section for control 
ling the relative movement of the anvil mounting 
section to the spindle mounting section and absorb 
ing gauging pressure in excess of that which can be 
absorbed by said ?rst biasing means. 

2. The micrometer of claim 1 wherein said anvil 
means includes a measuring arm and said biasing 
means is a spring engaged with said measuring arm. 

3. The micrometer of claim 2 wherein said measuring 
arm is pivotally mounted to said anvil mounting section 
and said spring urges said measuring arm toward said 
non-measuring position. 
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4. The micrometer of claim 1 where said anvil 
mounting section is pivotally connected to said spindle 
mounting section. 

5. The micrometer of claim 4 wherein said second bi 
asing means comprises a bolt mounted in said anvil 
mounting section and having one end captured in said 
spindle mounting section, a spring mounted about said 
bolt in said spindle mounting section, and an abutment 
fixed to and movable with said anvil mounting ~section 
for compressing said spring to absorb excess gauging 
pressure. 

_ 6. The micrometer of claim 1 wherein said indicating 
means comprises a sensing means for sensing move 
ment of said anvil means and an indicator responsive to 
said sensing means for indicating movement of the 
anvil means to the measuring position. 

7. The micrometer of claim 6 wherein said sensing 
means comprises a pair of contacts actuated'by move 
ment of said anvil means, and said indicator is a light 
in circuit with said contacts. 

8. The micrometer of claim 1 wherein said indicating 
means comprises an electric circuit including a light 
operated upon movement of said anvil means to the 
measuring position. 

9. The micrometer of claim 1 including a gear 
mounted on said spindle and having gear teeth, and a 
drive sleeve having internal gear teeth engaged with the 
gear teeth of said gear for rotating the spindle and caus 
ing it to move axially, said drive sleeve having a control 
knob extending exteriorly of said spindle mounting sec 
tion to enable rotation of the drive sleeve. 

10. The micrometer of claim 9 wherein the portions 
of the internal gear teeth of the drive sleeve and the 
portions of the gear teeth of said gear that mate with 
each other have the same shape. 

11. The micrometer of claim 10 wherein said inter 
mal gear teeth are larger than the gear teeth of the gear 
to produce a sloopy ?t of the drive sleeve with said 
gear. 

12. The micrometer of claim 9' wherein the internal 
gear teeth of the drive sleeve extend exteriorly of the 
spindle mounting section into the control knob to per 
mit the spindle to be withdrawn from the anvil means 
and to extend exteriorly of the spindle mounting sec 
tion. . 

13. The micrometer of claim 1 wherein the spindle 
'has a threaded section, a control nut extends partially 
around a longitudinal portion of the threaded section 
and has threads mating with those of the threaded sec— 
tion of the spindle, and resilient force applying means 
acts transverse to the axis of the spindle to continuously 
urge the mating threads of the spindle and control nut 
into engagement with each other to maintain the roots 
and crests of the threads of the spindle in continuous‘ 

. longitudinal alignment with the roots and crests of the 
control nut and provide for accurate readings of the mi 
crometer. 

14. The micrometer of claim 13 wherein the resilient 
force applying means comprises a ?oating nut means 
spaced from, non-engaging with, and opposing said 
control nut and having threads mating with those of 
said threaded section, and a biasing means engaged 
with said nut means for urging said nut means against 
said spindle. 

15. The micrometer of claim 14 wherein the biasing 
means engaged with said nut means is a coil spring. 
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16. The micrometer of claim 14 including means for 

positioning said control nut at a set longitudinal dis 
tance from said anvil means when said anvil means is 
in its measuring position. 

17. A micrometer for measuring a workpiece com 
prising: ' 

a. a frame having an anvil mounting section and spin 
dle mounting section; 

b. anvil means mounted to said anvil mounting sec 
tion; . 

c. a spindle threadably mounted in said spindle 
mounting section for axial movement; 

d. a gear mounted on said spindle and having gear 
teeth; and 

e. a rotatable drive sleeve having internal gear teeth 
engaged with the gear teeth of said gear for rotating 
said spindle and causing it to move axially, said 
drive sleeve having a control knob mounted exter 
nally of said spindle mounting section to enable ro 
tation of the drive sleeve. ‘ - 

18. The micrometer of claim 17 wherein the portions 
of the internal gear teeth of the drive sleeve and the 
portions of the gear teeth of said gear that mate with 
each other have the same shape. ’ 

19. The micrometer of claim 18 wherein said internal 
gear teeth are larger than the gear teeth of the gear to 
produce a sloppy ?t of the drive sleeve with said gear. 

20. The micrometer of claim 17 wherein the internal 
gear teeth of the drive sleeve extend exteriorly of the 
spindle mounting section into the control knob to per 
mit the spindle to be withdrawn from the anvil means 
and to extend exteriorly of the spindle mounting sec 
tion. 
21. The micrometer of claim 17 wherein the spindle 

has a threaded section a control nut extends partially 
around a longitudinal portion of the threaded section 
and has threads mating with those of the threaded sec 
tion of the spindle, and resilient force applying means 
acts transverse to the axis of the spindle to continuously 
urge the mating threads of the spindle and control nut 
into tight engagement with each other to maintain the 
roots and crests of the threads of the spindle in continu 
ous longitudinal alignment with the roots and crests of 
the control nut and provide for accurate readings of the 
micrometer. 

22. The micrometer of claim 21 wherein the resilient 
force applying means comprises a floating nut means 
spaced from, non-engaging with, and opposing said 
control nut and having threads mating with those of 
said threaded section, and a biasing means engaged 
with said nut means for urging said nut means against 
said spindle. 

23. A micrometer for measuring a workpiece com 
prising: 

a. a frame having an anvil mounting section and a 
spindle mounting section, said anvil mounting sec 
tion being connected to said spindle mounting sec 
tion for relative movement thereto; 

b. a spindle mounted in said spindle mounting section 
for axial movement; 

c. an anvil means mounted to said anvil mounting 
section and movable relative to said spindle mount 
ing section from a non-measuring position to a 
measuring position upon the creation of gauging 
pressure by a workpiece that is being measured be 
tween the anvil means and the spindle, said anvil 
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means including a measuring arm comprising a top 
section extending above the anvil mounting section 
and having an anvil head mounted thereon, said 
measuring arm further including a center section, 
means pivotally mounting said center section to the 
anvil mounting section and a bottom section offset 
from the top section and substantially enclosed by 
said anvil mounting section; 

d. indicating means responsive to the relative move 
ment of the anvil means for indicating movement 
of said anvil means to the measuring position; and 

e. a spring engaged with said bottom section and 
anvil mounting section for biasing said anvil means 
for movement relative to the spindle mounting sec 
tion and for maintaining the same amount of gaug 
mg 

24. The micrometer of claim 23 wherein the spindle 
has a threaded section, a control nut extends partially 
around a longitudinal portion of the threaded section 
and has threads mating with those of the threaded sec 
tion of the spindle, and resilient force applying means 
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acts transverse to the axis of the spindle to continously 
urge the mating threads of the spindle and control nut 
into tight engagement with each other to maintain the 
roots and crests of the threads of the spindle in continu~ 
ous longitudinal alignment with the roots and crests of 
the control nut and provide for accurate readings ofthc 
micrometer. 

25. The micrometer of claim 24 wherein the resilient 
force applying means comprises a ?oating nut means 
spaced from, non~engaging with, and opposing said 
control nut and having threads mating with those of 
said threaded section. and a biasing means engaged 
with said nut means for urging said nut means against 
said spindle. 

26. The micrometer of claim 23 wherein the spindle 
includes a ball tip and the anvil means includes a ball 
anvil head. 

27. The micrometer of claim 1 wherein said microm 
eter is a direct reading micrometer for measuring work 
pieces of O to 2 inches. 

* >l< * * * 
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